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Intro

Prof. Alan McKane and I make up the “theoretical physics” part
of the SCID team.

We plan to study the agent-based model from a physics
perspective, this means:

I Formalating the model mathematically

I Creating simplified versions of it

I Studying these using techniques developed in the field of
statistical physics

The aim is to separate the fundamental mechanisms from the
peripheral detail.
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The Schelling model

In the late 60’s Schelling proposed a simple model of segregation
in a society composed of two types of individuals.

I An equal number of agents of types A and B are placed
randomly on a grid, leaving a small fraction of spaces empty.

I An agent is unhappy if fewer than T of the eight squares
surrounding it contain agents of the same type.

I Unhappy agents take turns to move themselves to vacant
squares in which they would be happy.

Even for low T , the agents split themselves into large
homogeneous groups.
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The Schelling model

Initial state
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The model illustrates a simple message: a tiny homophilic bias is
enough to cause wholescale segregation.



The Schelling model

After 10 time-steps (T = 3)
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The Schelling model

After 100 time-steps (T = 3)
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Measuring segrregation

There are many ways to quantify the level of segregation of a
model (or a real city).

For now, we will use interface density:

number of neighbouring pairs of A and B agents

number of neighbouring pairs of agents

≈ 0.5 ⇒ well-mixed population

≈ 0 ⇒ segregated population
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Interface density

Simulations of various versions of the model give show roughly the
same behaviour:
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This a sign that the underlying mechanism is the same, and might
be simple to describe mathematically.
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Unified framework

All variations of the Schelling model follow the same broad-brush
description:

I Agents of two types are allowed to move around in some
space, without being created or destroyed; agents are
motivated to move on the basis of their level of happiness,
which in turn is decided by the racial makeup of their
neighbourhood.
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Unified framework

We identify four key components:

1. City layout

2. Initial state

3. Happiness function

4. Transfer probabilities (rules)
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A very simple model

City: · · ·

Initial condition: equal numbers, randomly placed, no vacancies

Happiness: hi =

a if i’s neighbour is
of the same type

b < a otherwise

Rules:
1. Pick two guys, say i and j

2. Swap them with probability (1− hi)h
(ij)
i

3. Repeat
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Prediction for interface density

This model is so simple it can be solved exactly:

average interface
density at time t

=

√
ab+ a tanh
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t
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ab
)
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t
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Prediction for interface density
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Why was this worth doing?

I We found that the complicated versions weren’t so different
from the very simple ones

I This shows how a complex model can be ‘boiled down’ to a
core mechanism...

I ...and how our claims can be backed up with testable
predictions

We hope to achieve something similar in our study of the
agent-based model currently in development.
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